“Security Box, Pro”

art. 1QB06

This metal cabinet, article
1QB06, protects your video
surveillance system (NVR,
monitor,
switch,
power
supply,
etc.)
from
unauthorized access or theft.
The
enclosure
is
stove-enamelled
with
a
glossy
finish
(RAL9003,
white), is made of steel with a
thickness of 1mm and is
equipped with a double lock
(with different keys) and two
tamper (switch) to detect
opening and detachment
from the wall. Thanks to a
larger
ventilation
holes
system an excellent air
circulation is guaranteed. Manage the devices is simple and practical thanks to the horizontal position of
the tray. When space is not enough, choose this vertical installation is the best solution for applications
where a typical rack (19" cabinet) cannot be used.
The cabinet is designed to offer the best heat dissipation.
The air flow is optimized, through the holes from bottom to top, but
can be forced using 2 kits of fans with temperature sensor
(art. 1QB99, optional).
The design of NVR supports offer
the least possible resistance to air circulation.

Example:

Fan Kit art.1QB99 (optional)
Monitor (with vesa 75/100 holes)
Power Supply
Power strip (4 sockets)
NVR 4/8/16 ch (19”)

Switch PoE 8 port
+ Power Supply

Devices not
included.

2 Microswitch (included) and fan (optional)

Wall mount spacers (14mm) and detachment
microswitch (included)

Useful space on the bottom for cable managing and
optional accessories

Double lock (with different keys) and
large ventilation holes for heat dissipation

Holes for Vesa 75 or 100 monitor

Typical application (devices not included)

Article, Type

1QB06, "Security Box Pro, White"

Finishing

RAL9003 (white) stove-enamelled with a glossy finish

Passive security

Double lock (with different keys)

Active security

2 cabled microswitch (for lid and wall mount) 0,5A@50Vdc max (NC)

Operating environment °C

-10 / +40 (Class II)

Passive dissipation

large ventilation holes (upper, lower and on the sides)

Active dissipation

2 fans with a temperature sensor, 220V with fuse (article 1QB99, optional)

Internal dimensions

mm
(±5)

490 x 630 x 190
Useful space available: -NVR: 445 x 70 x 470, -On the Bottom: 520 x 90 x 620

External dimensions

mm

532 x 650 x 200(+14) (±5)

Weight

gr

15500

Enclosure

Sheet steel DC01 (thickness: 1mm) with corrosion protection

Typical application

Indoor (vertical), wall mount or semi-recessed

Packaging
Notes

n.

1 (brown neutral box)
RoHS compliant
Wall spacers (14mm, included)
Holes for monitor Vesa 75 or 100 and special brass screws (article MM500, optional).
Kit of lathe screws (included) for power supplies, switches and power strip (optional)

Active kit for heat dissipation: fan with temperature sensor (2pcs max each enclosure)
(article 1QB99, optional)

nr.4 Knurled Brass Screws
(Vesa 75 or 100 monitors)
(art. MM500, optional)

Incl.: 12 screws (brass),
5 Nuts + washers,
4 Dowels + screw
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“Security Box Small, Pro”
art. 1QB05

This metal cabinet, article 1QB05,
(’small version’) protects the heart of
your security system.
The enclosure is stove-enamelled
with a glossy finish (RAL9003,
white), is made of steel with a
thickness of 1mm and is equipped
with a double lock (with different
keys) and two tamper (switch) to
detect opening and detachment
from the wall.
Thanks to ventilation holes on the
sides the heat dissipation is
guaranteed.

Optimized NVR
installation to
improve heat
dissipation.

Manage the devices is simple and practical thanks to the horizontal position of the tray.
When space is not enough, choose this vertical installation is the best solution for applications where a
typical rack (19" cabinet) cannot be used.
Article

1QB05

Type

"Security Box Small Pro, White"

Finishing

RAL9003 (white) stove-enamelled with a glossy finish

Passive security

Double lock (with different keys)

Active security

2 cabled microswitch (for lid and wall mount) 0,5A@50Vdc max (NC)

Operating environment °C

-10 / +40 (Class II)

Passive dissipation

Ventilation holes (lower and on the sides)

Internal dimensions

mm

385 x 495 x 110 (±2), (345 x 70 x 320 for NVR)

External dimensions

mm

435 x 500 x 121(+14) (±2)

Weight

gr

8700

Enclosure

Sheet steel DC01 (thickness: 1mm) with corrosion protection

Typical application

Indoor (vertical), wall mount

Packaging
Notes

n.

1 (brown neutral box)
RoHS compliant - Wall spacers (14mm, included)
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